Methods for verifying programs written in a higher level programming language are dev i sed and i mp I emen ted. The system can verify programs written in a subset of PASCAL, Glhich may have data structures and control structures such as WHILE, REPEAT, FOR, PROCEDURE, FUNCTION and COROUTINE. The process of creation of s verification conditions is an extension of the work done by Igarashi, London and Luckham Glhich is based on the deductive theory by Hoare. Verification conditions are proved using specialized simplification and proof techniques, which consist of an ar i thmet ic simpl if ier, equal i ty replacement rules, fast algorithm for simpl i fying formulas using propositional truth value evaluation, and a depth f i rs t proof search process. The basis of deduction mechanism used in this prover . is Gentzen-type formal system. Severa I sort i ng programs including Floyd's TREESORT and Hoare's FIN0 are verified. It is shoun that the resulting array is not only I-Jell-ordered but also a permutation of the nput array. .
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I.

Introduction
Verifying that programs work faultlessly is a necessity. We can test whether they work or not in several cases. But unless we prove the correctness of programs, it is impossible to claim that they endure long lasting usage. Since proving by hand is cumbersome and not always free of errors, mechanization of verification is strongly desired.
Some attempts have been made to verify programs mechanically 11l,~2l,~lOl,~ 111, but there are several problems which must be solved in order to make automatic verification of programs practical.
First, we have to find a way to express assertions more easily. Most of the previous verifiers require assertions to be written in first order predicate sentences with a fixed number of predefined predicate symbols and function symbols. But this is in many cases inconvenient and infeasible. For example, if we have to deal with the correctness of programs with complex data structures, we need to express properties in higher order sentences. Thus, many complex programs have not been verified because the assertions about programs have not been properly stated.
Second, we have to find a better way to prove verification conditions automatically. Proving verification conditions using a general automatic theorem prover is in most of the cases unsatisfactory. If we are verifying programs in specific domains, we can use special properties of functions and predicates to construct fast special purpose provers. King[lOl and Deutsch[2] have succeeded by using a built-in simplifier for integer arithmetic, but these programs still cannot cope with other domains.
In most verification systems the user must specify not only input and output conditions but -also loop invariants. Although it is an undecidable problem to generate loop invariants, the system should aid the programmer in constructing loop invariants. Also, programs with complex data structures and complex control structures must be verified, including parallel programs.
In this paper we describe a fast simplification and theorem proving facility that is a new In general there are two methods to introduce new symbols. The first method is to assume the new symbol as a shorthand representation of a sentence represented by already defined symbols. The second method is to define symbols by axioms stating the properties of these symbols. For e&ample, after defining axioms of propositional calculus consisting of symbols "3" and I'-", we can introduce "A" symbol as a shorthand notation for -(AD-B). But also we can introduce it by axioms, AnB>A, AABIB and AD (B>Ar\B) .
give new power. ', Following this analogy to programming, we can call the way we write predicate sentences with newly defined symbols a structured way of expressing assertions. A detailed study of how to introduce new symbols is in section V, and also is found in the work by von Henke and LuckhamL51.
In the case of "Pernw ta t i on (8, A) ", we could define it as the shorthand representation of the previous sentence. But instead we shall define it by a set of properties (specifications) including the following axiom,
where Exchange (A, I, J) is a function mapping an array A into an array resulting from exchangrng I-th element and J-rh element of A. In addition, Permutation is an equivalence relation, so we must include axioms for symmetric, reflexive and transitive properties.
We have replaced a second order statement by a relation which has arrays as individuals.
Now, arrays are a second sort of individuals.
c - Since this form of representation is more natural for understanding than disjunctive normal form, we retain this form throughout the proof. The proof procedure IS based on Centzen's formal system.
Thus, the validity of each CI is proved with the assumption ADA.. .AAN.
i w.. We first explain a special pattern matching language, in which all the documentation statements art2 written. A pattern is a string of symbols which match a term or a well-formed formula. Patterns consist 
L is reduced to
Goal-subgoal strategies are used only to make reduction in the consequent.
The reason why we have goal-subgoal strategies is that because they are more efficient than conditional reduction strategies. Most of the time we are interested in proving the validity of a statement of the form A + 6. Thus, we are interested in how B can be proved from A, Also the antecedent A is usually more complex than the consequent B because the antecedent contains all the information about data structures and control structures. So the goal-subgoal strategy gains efficiency by limiting the reduction to the consequent part.
IV. Ilnplelllelltation.
Thus verification system is built upon the PASCAL verification condition generator VCGEN [S] . First, files of the user's Axioms and Goal statements are input to the system, and the corresponding reduction rules and goal-subgoaling strategies are constructed. This yields a special reduction and proof system for the data structures and functions described by these statements. The system is extensible, since strategies can be added to handle larger domain of programs. Next, a file containing the program with assertions is processed by VCCEN to produce verification conditions.
These are passed to the proving system. The proving system is divided into several functions. They are (i)the arithmetic simplifier, (ii)the equality substitution algorithm, (iii)the truth value substitution algorithm, (iv)the--unconditional simplifier, (v)the conditional simplifier, (vi)the goal-subgoaler, and (vii)the logic symbol elimination algorithm.
Gentzen-type inference rule notations are used to express the effects of functions. is an arithmetic expression which is neither a sum nor a product. Then each product consists of a coefficlent(if not equal to 1) followed by simple factors which are ordered by system-defined orderings, And the sum consists of the ordered products followed by a constant(if not equal to 0).
(ii) The equality substitution algorithm handles verification conditions of the form A/dcr=PhB -+ C. where both A and B may be null expressions and a is not a conjunction. Tsubst (A, a) is defined by the followmg see of functions, which give the value of A assuming a is true. The validity IS checked by recursively activating the prover. So this is a depth first search, and it might go into a wrong direction infinitely. So the system allows the user to specify the search depth. If thp <parch reaches this limit, it is backed up until the last decision point.
(vi) The goal-subgoaler incorporates all goal-subgoal strategies. Suppose a goal-subgoal strategy is given to the system by a statement GOAL <pattern> SUB <pattern l>,.,.,<pattern N>, and the verification condition to be proved is 
L-
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The overal I structure of the prover is as fol IOGIS. We are going to explain the intended interpretation of symbols and the set of axioms defining them When we cqxm axioms, we have to be careful not to introduce an inconsistent set. Since a consistent set of axlotns has a model, we can avoid introducing an mconsistent set by defining an interpretrttron and Justifymg axioms by showing validity relative to that interpretation.
I I
Inputs eo this program are an array A and an integer parameter L defining the upper bound of the array. Since we have an array with at least one element, the input condition is Lzl.
The output conditron is
where A0 IS the initial value of A at the entrance to the procedure and I ssor tedarrayof (A, A01 means that A0 is sorted to become A.
Issortedarrayof(A,B).
In order A to be a sorted array of B, it must be ordered in ascending order and it must consist of all the elements of B and nothing else. We describe the two facts by introducing additional predicates. The axiom is, where *t-r means that the left-hand side is the shorthand notation of the right-hand side.
Three axioms are necessary to specify the predicate. The first one specifies the boundary case when J is equal to L+l. Then there is no element in the subarray and an empty array is ordered. So
is true.
The next axiom is an induction axiom which state that if the property holds for a smaller . suharray rt holds for a larger subarray under certain conditions. It is Ordered~A,J,L~r\Partitioned~A,J-l~~Orciered~A,J-l,L~.
This aslom enables the property to be extended to the whole array. The meaning of Part i t i oned (A, J-l 1 is that the array A is partitioned between J-l and J such that all the elements 111 the upper half are larger than or equal to all the elements in the lower half.
The last axiom states that changing elements outside of the concerned subarray will not There are also three axioms to specify this predicate with the same nature as those of Ordered{ A, J,L).
When J is equal to L, there is no element in the upper half of the array, so the property holds. Thus, the boundary property is k-
Part i t ioned(A,L).
The axiom about induction is 
Permutation(A,B).
The meaning is that the array A is a permutation of the array B.
If we exchange elements of an array, this is a permutation of the array.
Thus,
is an ax lot-n. Also -per mu t a t i on (A, B) is an equivalence relation, so EiO-
